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ABSTRACT
Despite a large literature in Quality of Service (QoS) evalu-
ation, end-user QoS provisioning remains an open research
field. There is no general agreement about what to measure
and how to do it in order to ensure real quality levels. Even
more, new heterogeneous multimedia applications have rede-
fined the problem, turning many previous implementations
no longer appropriate for current scenario.

This paper addresses the problem of QoS assessment of a
multimedia service over IP as perceived by humans, applying
statistical learning techniques. We describe two end-to-end
performance evaluation methodologies, the former based on
Perceived QoS (PQoS) and the latter based on functional
nonparametric regression. By merging them we build an im-
proved system for end-to-end PQoS evaluation which allows
analysing and better understanding the tradeoffs between
different proposed techniques in the field.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [Performance of Systems]: [measurement techniques,
modelling techniques, performance attributes] ; C.2.3 [Com-
munication Networks]: Network Operations—network

monitoring ; I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning—con-

nectionism and neural nets, parameter learning ; G.3 [Pro-
bability and Statistics]: [correlation and regression anal-
ysis]

General Terms
Performance, Measurement, Algorithms, Human Factors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
QoS evaluation has always been focused on network pa-

rameters: latency, packet loss, packet jitter, available band-
width, etc. Traditional methods apply several measurement
techniques to estimate different combinations of these pa-
rameters, assuming a direct connection between them and
quality levels. However, two major issues generally underes-
timated arise when considering end-to-end multimedia ser-
vices evaluation. Firstly, almost all estimation techniques
are highly invasive, as they rely on active measurements
which distort the network during the analysis. Secondly, the
quality experienced by a user of new multimedia services not
only depends on network parameters but also on higher layer
characteristics [2] (multimedia coding and compression, re-
covery algorithms, content nature, etc.), making it difficult
to clearly identify the relevant set of performance parame-
ters for each case. We propose two end-to-end performance
evaluation techniques to tackle both problems. The former
uses light probe traffic for the estimation, applying an adap-
tive learning algorithm based on functional regression. The
latter considers the user perceived quality of service (PQoS)
perspective, assessing the quality of a service as perceived
by end-users. Both techniques are combined to achieve a
novel and integral non-intrusive system for end-to-end user
PQoS evaluation.

1.1 QoS evaluation based on functional
regression

In [3], we develop a non-intrusive technique for QoS eval-
uation, using active end-to-end measurements based on light
probe traffic. This technique was implemented in MetroNet,
an end-to-end performance evaluation system for multime-
dia networks [4]. We consider a single, bidirectional network
path between the user and the applications’ server. Different
multimedia applications present different stochastic charac-
teristics, depending on their content (audio, video, high-
medium-low bit rate, motion level, coding, etc.). We clas-
sify them into different multimedia categories, according to



their content (for each category i we assume a representative
sequence M i

t ). We focus the study on the bottleneck link
lbn, assuming fixed capacity C and buffer size B. The per-
formance index Y (latency, packet loss, packet jitter, etc.)
depends on the stochastic characteristics of the user’s mul-
timedia we want to evaluate (M i

t ), the stochastic process of
the cross-traffic that shares lbn’s buffer with M i

t (Tt), C and
B: Y = F (Tt, M

i
t , C, B). Considering that C and B remain

constant during the evaluation, and as M i
t is a known pro-

cess, we can consider that Y depends on Tt through another
function Φ: Y = Φ(Tt) + ε (ε is a random, centred and in-
dependent process which represents the model error). This
relation presents two difficult problems: Φ is unknown, and
the cross-traffic process Tt is dependent and non-stationary,
thus difficult to estimate. However, we propose a simple,
two steps methodology to overcome both problems. The
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Figure 1: QoS evaluation process.

first step consists in learning the function Φ (figure 1). We
send a train of probe packets P n

t followed by a representa-
tive sequence of the evaluated application. P n

t consists of
n small, constant-length packets with inter-departure time
tin. We measure the inter-arrival time of these packets at
destination (tout) and we obtain a time-series Ψtout

strongly
correlated with cross traffic Tt. We also measure the perfor-
mance index Y directly over the transmitted sequence M i

t .
This procedure is repeated several times during the learning

step, obtaining a sequence of pairs (Xj , Yj), where Xj rep-
resents the empirical distribution function (edf ) computed
from time-series Ψj

tout
at iteration step j. Function Φ is fi-

nally estimated from sequence (Xj , Yj), applying functional
regression techniques (we consider a generalization of the
Nadaraya-Watson estimator).

The second step consists in applying the estimated quality

function Φ̂ for QoS evaluation. By only sending the probe
packets P n

t and computing the edf of Ψtout
, we obtain an es-

timation Ŷ of the performance index. The major advantage
of this technique is therefore the use of light probe traffic for
the evaluation process.

1.2 Perceived QoS assessment
The assessment of perceived quality in multimedia ser-

vices can be achieved by either subjective or objective method-
ologies. Figure 2 presents a general overview of PQoS evalu-
ation. Subjective methods present a direct connection with
user’s experience. They consist in the evaluation of the av-
erage opinion that a group of people gives on different audio
and video sequences in controlled tests. Different recom-
mendations standardize the most used subjective methods
in audio and video. Among them, the MOS (Mean Opinion
Score) and DMOS (Degradation MOS) are by far the most
applied. The problem with subjective methodologies is their
high cost of implementation.

Objective methods do not depend on people, making them
attractive for automatic evaluation. Objective PQoS mea-
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Figure 2: PQoS Evaluation.

surements can be either intrusive or non-intrusive. Intrusive
methods are based on the comparison of two sequences or
signals, the reference (original) and the distorted (e.g. dur-
ing transmission). This comparison is performed either in
the time/space domain (Mean Square Error (MSE), Signal
to Noise Ratio (SNR) or Peak SNR (PSNR)) or in the per-

ceptual domain, applying models of the human senses for
performance improvement. In this category we find (for
audio assessment) the Perceptual Speech Quality Measure
(PSQM), the Measuring Normalizing Blocks (MNB), the
Enhanced Modified Bark Spectral Distortion (EMBSD) and
the Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ); in the
case of video, we have the Structural Similarity Index Mea-
surement (SSIM) and the Time/Space Structural Distortion
Measurement (TSSDM) as examples. The major drawback
of objective intrusive methodologies is their inherent need of
both signals. In the case of video there is an extra problem,
the time and resources consumed by complex methods are
generally high.

Non-intrusive methods do not require any extra sequence,
allowing their use in real-time scenarios. They can be clas-
sified as either signal based or parameter based. In the case
of signal based methods, the assessment is done without
any reference signal, applying complex algorithms to the
distorted signal. In the case of parameter based methods,
network features (loss probability, loss length, delay, jitter,
etc.) and characteristics of the multimedia itself (coding, bit
rate, frame rate, nature of the content, etc.) are taken as in-
put data. The idea is to define a mapping function between
a PQoS relevant set of these parameters and a quality value
as perceived by the user. The recently introduced Pseudo
Subjective Quality Assessment (PSQA) methodology uses a
statistical learning algorithm (Random Neuronal Networks,
RNN) to learn the mapping between parameters and user
perceived quality. The main drawback of parameter-based
methods is their strong dependence on subjective tests’ re-
sults for calibration/training. A whole in depth description
of presented algorithms and techniques is provided in [2].

In [1] we develop an end-to-end PQoS evaluation tool, the
PQoSET (PQoS Evaluation Toolbox), which includes all in-
termediate steps for PQoS estimation in multimedia services
(live streaming, network state estimation, multimedia cap-
ture, etc.), implementing the different algorithms described
above for video and audio evaluation.

2. AN IMPROVED SYSTEM FOR QOS
EVALUATION

Each proposed technique partially solves the initial prob-
lem: the former is a low network loading estimation method,



but it is focused on network parameters estimation and so,
results can be misaligned with user’s experience. The lat-
ter is focused on quality as perceived by the end user, but
the estimation process is generally intrusive. We propose
an improved evaluation system by merging both estimation
methodologies into one single performance evaluation tool.
The target is to obtain the least-intrusive PQoS estimation
system, using current implementations. Different integra-
tion procedures are described below.

2.1 PSQA embedded in MetroNet system
The easiest integration procedure is to directly embed the

PSQA methodologies into MetroNet’s system. This is in
fact the current implementation. We use the already trained
RNNs for audio and video quality assessment. This presents
in fact an important problem: these RNN were trained us-
ing a particular network parameters’ estimation methodol-
ogy. This method uses probe traffic of similar characteris-
tics to the multimedia service under evaluation to compute
losses, jitter, delay, bursty losses, etc. However, MetroNet
uses light probe traffic with different characteristics during
the QoS estimation stage, so estimations obtained from this
probe traffic can not be directly used with current RNN
training.

A possible solution to avoid training the RNN once again
would be to use the network parameters estimation achieved
with MetroNet as input for the RNN. Firstly, network pa-
rameters are estimated with MetroNet system. Using these
estimations and current multimedia features as inputs to the
RNN, the estimated PQoS is computed. The obvious prob-
lem of this solution is the error propagation that results from
two consecutive estimation processes.

2.2 Functional regression with PQoS as
performance metric

PQoS can be used as performance index Y in 1.1. In-
stead of delay, loss probabilities or any other objective per-
formance index, subjective quality can be computed over
the transmitted multimedia sequences. During the training
step, the final user rates the transmitted sequence quality
according to a MOS scale. The whole evaluation proce-
dure remains unchanged. However, transmission methods
must allow the user to watch or listen to the transmitted se-
quences in order to assess it. For this purpose, a subjective
evaluation module has been developed and integrated into
MetroNet system. The system sends a train of probe pack-
ets, followed by the live streaming of a short sequence with
similar characteristics to those specified by the user (codec,
bit rate, motion-level in video, etc.). The user then rates the
transmitted sequence, according to the experienced quality.
This score is recorded by the system into the user’s history

for training purposes. Once the system has been trained,
the user obtains an estimation of the PQoS he would get
at any time without actually transmitting any multimedia
sequence.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We present the evaluation of both individual systems. The

combined tool is a prototype and its validation is still in
progress. The PQoSET is evaluated over a 150 samples
dataset, each of them consisting in the set of parameters
used during the transmission of a multimedia sequence and

Method MAE CF

EMBSD 0.59 - 0.76 -

PESQ 0.43 0.11 0.88 0.93

MNB 0.68 - 0.65 -

PSQA 0.45 0.16 0.83 0.86

Table 1: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Correla-
tion Factor (CF) (left. training, right. validation).

its corresponding subjective evaluation [2]; in the case of
MetroNet, we conduct some experiments over the Internet.

3.1 PQoSET Evaluation
In order to compare the performance of the different al-

gorithms we use a traditional error estimator, the mean ab-
solute error (MAE) between estimated values (algorithms)
and real ones (subjective tests). Intrusive methods’ results
are not in the same scale as DMOS values (they are cor-
related with human assessment but each one uses its own
scale), so a calibration phase is conducted before the com-
parison. As regards non-intrusive algorithms, the system
must be trained. In both cases we split the dataset in a
training dataset and a validation dataset. With the first
set we calibrate/train the intrusive/non-intrusive methods,
with the second we perform the validation. In the case of
video, we consider 70% of samples for training and 30% for
validation. In audio, the relation is 80% − 20%.

3.1.1 Audio analysis
Table 1 presents the training/calibration MAE values and

Correlation Factor (CF) between real and estimated DMOS
for the implemented algorithms. It is clear that PESQ and
PSQA present the best performance (in both cases, table 1
also shows the values obtained with the validation dataset).
Compared with the other intrusive algorithms, PESQ has a
major advantage: it includes a temporal re-synchronization
phase that allows an accurate signal comparison (in the pres-
ence of data losses, a direct signal comparison without syn-
chronization may result in very poor performance). It is
important to recall that PESQ is the actual ITU recommen-
dation for voice perceived quality assessment [2]. Figure 3
presents the results obtained with PSQA and PESQ in the
validation dataset. There is an important difference in MAE
values between training and validation datasets; this shows
the possible presence of outliers among the samples. Nev-
ertheless, the obtained results make clear the advantages of
these algorithms.
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Figure 3: Audio evaluation - validation set.



3.1.2 Video analysis
In video analysis, PSQA presents the highest performance,

and not only because of the smallest error value, but mainly
because of the time involved in the estimation. Table 2
summarizes these observations. Figure 4 shows the different

Method MAE ACT (seconds)

SSIM 0.60 > 600

PSNR 0.48 ≈ 20

PSQA 0.40 ≈ 1

TSSDM 0.53 > 1200

Table 2: MAE (validation set) and Average Com-
puting Time (ACT).

algorithms along with their respective fit curves, considering
all samples (training and validation). In the case of PSQA,
a straight line Subjective DMOS = PSQA is plotted to see
the quality of the results. There are no standardized meth-
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Figure 4: Video evaluation, different algorithms.

ods for perceived quality assessment in video transmissions,
something that shows that PQoS for video is still an un-
solved problem. The intrusive methods presented in this
work suffer from the same synchronization problem previ-
ously described. On the other hand, we can appreciate how
the PSQA algorithm is capable of identifying the implicit
relation between perceived quality and performance param-
eters.

3.2 MetroNet Evaluation
We present the performance evaluation of a video trans-

mission, considering two performance indices: delay and
loss probability. We compare the estimation computed by
MetroNet system with the real values, directly obtained
from the video transmission. The evaluation is conducted
from a standard ADSL home connection of 512kpps. In or-
der to appreciate the learning step, the evaluation process
presented in 1.1 is slightly modified. We consider different
tests, each of them represents an iteration of the learning

step. After single test i, a sample
`

Xi, Y
1

i , Y 2

i

´

is obtained,

where Xi is the edf introduced in 1.1 and Y 1

i , Y 2

i are the
real measured delay and loss probability (loss percentage)
respectively. Using the first (i− 1)th samples, quality func-

tions Φ̂1

i−1 and Φ̂2

i−1 are computed. If Xi is “far” from pre-
vious Xi−1, Xi−2 . . . X1 (we use the L1 norm as distance

between edfs), estimated delay (Ŷ 1

i ) and loss probability

(Ŷ 2

i ) are set to 0. In other words, if Xi does not belong

to previous learning space, current estimated function Φ̂i is
useless for the evaluation. Otherwise, Ŷ 1

i = Φ̂1

i−1 (Xi) and

Ŷ 2

i = Φ̂2

i−1 (Xi). Figure 5 presents the comparative results
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Figure 5: Performance evaluation for a video trans-
mission; left. delay, right. loss probability.

for 60 consecutive tests (delay on the left, loss probability
on the right). As expected, first estimations show a lack
of representative data. After the tenth test, the estimation
begins to be consistent. At the fourteenth test we start a
peer-to-peer connection from the client. This new appli-
cation modifies the traffic (both delay and losses increase),
thus estimation 15 goes back to 0. After test 17 the estima-
tion tracks quite well the real values. It is interesting to note
that following estimations remain stable, even after turning
off the peer-to-peer application at test 35, and turning it on
again at test 55. This shows that previous learning step was
good enough to conduct the estimation.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have addressed the end-user Quality of

Service problem from different points of view. Based on the
identification of two important problems in end-to-end qual-
ity assessment for multimedia services, we introduced two
different methodologies that partially solve them. Differ-
ent experiences were conducted with two complete systems
that implement each of these methodologies, not only for
validation purposes but also for comparing the goodness of
different algorithms. In light of the obtained results, we in-
troduced an enhanced performance evaluation system based
on the integration of previous implementations.

The integrated system is still a prototype and more ex-
periences should be carry out in a general Internet like en-
vironment to validate the implementation and to continue
with the PQoS study. The problem of QoS evaluation from
the user’s perspective represents a complex and active sub-
ject. We believe that this system for light end-to-end PQoS
evaluation will provide interesting keys for future research
in the field.
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